
Instructions – PMB-01-3014

Thank you for your purchase! We are confident that you will be pleased with the quality of our product.

Parts List:
1-Kickstand
1-Bracket
2-M8x30 Bolt

NOTE: We recommend using a thread-locking agent on all bolt threads.

To install your new kickstand:
1. Secure bike on a center stand.

2. Remove the frame protection plastic cover piece by removing the two M5 bolts (Figure 1).

3. Remove the Side number plate bolt by removing the T45 torx bolt.

4. Install kickstand on bike by using 1of the M8x30 bolt in the top hole of the kickstand base into the Side
number plate bolt hole NOTE: Kickstand bolts on from the outside of the number plate. The bolt will go
through the base, the supplied 8x16x15 spacer, and then the chain guide. NOTE: Do not fully tighten bolt.

5. Install Bottom M8x30 bolt with adjoining clamp piece.

6. Fully tighten bolts from steps 4 and 5.

7. Print template (located on Pg. 3). Cut out the template by cutting on the “Template Cut Line.”

8. Tape the template to the frame protection plastic piece. Make sure to line up the hole from the template
with the hole from the plastic (Figure 2).

9. Use the “Cut Line” on the template to mark and trim the plastic piece. NOTE: Trimming the plastic piece
with the “Cut Line” should allow the plastic to fit around the kickstand, however the trimming might need to
be modified to allow the plastic to fit according to personal preference.

10. Reattach the frame protection plastic cover piece and two M5 bolts. The frame protection plastic cover
piece should flex a little.

11. Periodically check the kickstand leg pivot pin and all mounting bolts for tightness.

To prevent damage:
• Clean and lubricate the kickstand pivot area after each ride! We recommend using a penetrating lube, such

as WD-40. If necessary, you can remove the back cover plate for additional cleaning.

• Carefully position kickstand up and down.

• Do not start/sit on bike with the kickstand down.
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